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Abstract

For centuries, the territory of Montenegro replaced the different cultures and nations, each of them has left at least some trace of 
its existence. In the area of Orja Luka, a village of central Montenegro, on the third kilometres from Danilovgrad, in plain called 
Bjelopavlici, the dominant influence was the Turkish government and we can say that it mostly guided the life of its inhabitants.
Looking more recently, the area of Orja Luka largely resists the construction fever. A reason for this may be, mostly, a financial 
moment that is clearly felt in the atmosphere during visiting the area, of this and every other rural area. Perhaps ironically, but 
from the standpoint of identity, authentication, protection this can be a positive thing in the whole story. Users of objects don't 
have funds to arrange the area in which they live. The old buildings still dominate, but on their architecture signs of the times are 
visible . It is possible, little by little, as a result of modern urbanization ambient traditional architecture disappears. But all the 
forces we have to fight that the specificity of this architectural speech remains a powerful inspiration for future achievements 
based on the idea of preserving the local and regional urban planning and architecture.
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1. Introduction

The subject of the research work is designed on the theme of the formation and development of villages of central 
Montenegro, historically important and attractive area Orja Luka. First of all, the work deals with the conditions that 
have contributed to the formation of life on such a space, in a broader sense, through the analysis of the current 
condition of the area, to providing guidelines for urban planning and evaluation of the space that is historically 
linked and spatially inseparable from Danilovgrad, in the strict sense.

The motives for this work are especially pronounced by knowledge about the poor treatment and generally any 
deeper activities to rural areas in Montenegro, in the direction of the planned research work, and perhaps sometime 
in the future waits for sensitive and delicate job in planning the reconstruction and revitalization of the area Orja 
Luka and other places like this.

2. Intention of reserch

The scientific aim of the research is to examine, first of all, the historical significance of such areas, which 
unfortunately fell in the shadows at the Montenegrin people and even the users of space. The reason is that the 
authors who have researched the rural areas were forced to rely on the commitment of the people of the region, the 
stories that had passed from generation to generation. The modern history of

Montenegrin villages, even Orja Luka, lives more in the memories of older residents of the village and its 
surroundings, although it is often discord opinions in stories about certain events, dates and other things, because of 
that the authors were aware that there will be those who will be considered that omitted many important moments 
that had to be noted, that others are not given enough space, the processing often factually modest, but it all could 
not be avoided and of course not described in detail. The aim of the research is to review the issue of a forgotten and 
partly devastated area Orja Luka, a detailed analysis and explanation of the current situation to provide guidelines 
and conclusions that could be through some future planning documents to implement in order to preserve and retain 
the urban and architectural quality that this area definitely has. And such areas Montenegro has in all regions.

3. Case studies

The primary thesis of this work is ability of design and processing of space for live in a pleasant and natural 
atmosphere, which Orja Luka had for decade, but which is largely ignored. The secondary thesis is a review model 
that revitalize and valorise rural settlement of this type, and design of new development directions, studying the 
primary objective of research.

4. Reserch methods

The elaboration of the basic ideas and problems of solving the case studies, based on the following 
methodological analysis: 

historical (chronological) methodology- display space Orja Luka through history, the historical significance of 
the area, its development and its relationship with the rural and urban areas in the region, through historical 
documents. 
comparative methodology- can be seen in comparing the formation, development and treatment related space in 
the neighborhood and in our country. 
interview - establishing contact with smaller sample space users, in order to provide adequate perception of the 
space around them, as well as their vision of the research topic throughout history. 
statistical methodology - using historical data and compare them with the existing situation. 
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